By Joe D. Fritter

The squad team was O-3 on the road this weekend; they lost to Amherst, they lost to Williams, and they lost to the Tech Swimming team in the "bus race" to a buffet dinner near Worcester.

Friday afternoon's match at Amherst marked the 38th meeting between the schools and MIT's first match since the Christmas break. A lively performance by Tech's "middle-men", led by All American 

Barber scoreboard three as skaters bowl twice

By John Kavanazian

The frosh fencers faced their troubles this past week as they dropped games to WPI and Holy Cross. The team made their record 2-5 on the season.

Thursday's game was called off from Wednesday because of snow the Engineers meeting a team that they had already beaten once. WPI. The lack of pre-Christmas practice time showed through as WPI thoroughly outscore the Tech squad and beat them 5-1. The loss goal was scored by Bill Baker, 71.

On Saturday against Holy Cross the Engineers again did not fare well. They dropped it as Holy Cross came out strong, come from behind finish to win 7-2. Bill Barber opened the scoring in the first period on a pass from Bill Shew. That goal held for the remainder of the period as both teams tried to get the facts of the game.

The second period was another very close played one all around. Holy Cross came back early to tie the score but Engineers got the lead again on another goal by Barber. The second period ended 2-1 in favor of MIT.

In the third period, the Holy Cross team met their superiority. With John Miller 72 off of the ice, the Holy Cross struck fast for a goal and then went on to score the first and only goal of the final score, Holy Cross, 7, MIT 2.

By Dave Rapoport

Rifleman trounce two more

The Tech varsity rifle squad faced the team they dropped games to WPI and UNH. The team needed a 265 by Jack Chadwick to hold the score and a very good 84 in the prone position, 87 in kneelanding 90 kneeling, and 80 prone. 86 kneeling, and a 74 in the standing position for a total of 1393 for the team.

In the Saturday action, which also took place at the MIT range, the squad easily defeated a weak UNH squad 1307-1120. Captain Kraemer's 267, and Captain Dick Evans' 260. Captain Evans came off the injured list to fire in this match, and achieved his fine score despite a still painful elbow.

Suspend built up as the second relay began firing. The team needed a 265 by Jack Chadwick to hold the score and a very good 84 in the standing position, for a total of 260. Swedish and Don Falkenstein were tied at 254; Swedish had a 99 prone, 80 kneeling, and 76 standing. Falkenstein had a 94 prone, 86 kneeling, and a 74 in the standing position. Chadwick again fired a very good score; he had a 262, composed of a 92 prone, 99 kneeling, and 80 standing. The fifth member of the Swedish team was Lamsen. He had a 98 prone, 91 kneeling, and 88 in the standing position for a total of 277.

The team's next meet is on January 16 against Northeastern University. The match is expected to be a close one with MIT favored. This will be the last competition of the term.

How they did

Rifle

MIT 1339- Harvard 1124

FT 42- 20 - 35

Fencing

MIT (V) 20 Fordham 7

Stevens Tech (V) 13 Stevens Tech (M) 16

Basketball

MIT 75 St. Mary's 71

Cambridge 72

Squash

Amherst 5 - MIT 3

Wrestling

N. Y. Marist 46 - MIT 2

Hockey

WPI 5 - MIT 4

Holborn 2-0 -
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